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Polk Audio Monitor 7 - Orig Owner - No RSV

Item number: 5741169305
Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item.
List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

Seller information

Winning bid:

US $177.50

Ended:

Jan-05-05 06:40:47
PST

Start time:

Dec-29-04 06:40:47
PST

History:

14 bids (US $25.00
starting bid)

Winning bidder:
1 of 12

Safe Buying Tips

Item location:

Mars, PA
United States

Ships to:

United States

Shipping costs

US $50.00 Standard Flat Rate
Shipping Service
(within United States
)

Supersize

Shipping, payment details and
return policy

Description
Item Specifics - Home Speakers
Speaker Type: Floor Standing
Brand:
Polk
Cabinet Color: Black

Wireless: -Condition: Used

These are original Polk Audio Monitor 7 speakers (not 7a, 7b, etc.). They are fully functional and sound
great. 1" tweeter, 6.5" woofer, 10" passive radiator. Original owner.
The grilles are in perfect condition and the black speaker cabinets are in near perfect condition. There is a
small ding on one bottom corner and a small scruff mark on the right side of one cabinet - pictures are
included and both are minor imperfections. The speaker cones are also perfect except one woofer has a
slight white stain on it (which does not affect the sound). I will also be including the stands as shown. Also
have the original boxes. Feel free to email me for additional pictures.
I am selling these as I just purchased B&W 602.5 speakers to match my center channel speaker. These
speakers were set to "small" in my current HT system driven by a very clean HK 5-channel 80WPC power
amp.
This is a NO RESERVE AUCTION with a low starting bid of $25.00 Continental US bidders only. PayPal,
Money Orders, Cashiers Check. Shipping is a flat fee of $50 and includes insurance (shipping weight is
65 lbs).
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Shipping, payment details and return policy
Shipping Cost

Services Available

Available to

US $50.00

Standard Flat Rate Shipping Service

United States Only

Will ship to United States.
Shipping insurance
Included in shipping and handling cost
Seller's payment instructions
Will ship within United States only.

Payment methods accepted

Learn about payment methods.
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